Finance & Accounting
Capability in the Retail
& Consumer World
Enhancing operational efficiency, compliance,
control, and business enablement

Wipro's suite of transformational F&A solutions,
customized for the retail and CPG sectors,
creates efficiencies by building design thinking
led agile organizations and optimizing cost of
operations. We enable a customer-centric and
scalable delivery model that encompasses risk
management through improved transparency,
governance and system-driven controls.

Wipro’s next gen digital financial organization for
retailers and CPG clients focuses on hyper-automation,
and being customer-first and inclusive.

Key Takeaways
•

Simplification – Leveraging lean/
six sigma and proprietary tools to make
business process agile and facilitate
automation readiness

•

Automation –Using RPA, AI,
cognitive capabilities and platform
solutions to increase efficiencies and
operational productivity

•

Intelligence – Driving proactive
actionable insights for strategic decision
making through root cause analysis,
predictive & prescriptive analytics and
interactive management reporting through
real-time dashboards

•

Immersive experience – Creating
end-to-end solutions that ensure business
continuity, compliance, agility, relationship
management, end-user experience, ease of
adaptability, transparency, and traceability

Key Benefit

Source to Pay

Order to Cash

•

Operational benefits –
duplicate payment
reduction, spend
analytics / DPO
optimization,
unallocated
payment reduction,
and hold/exceptions/
query reduction

•

Operational benefits –
unbilled DSO reduction,
chargebacks reduction,
unapplied cash reduction,
streamlining invoicing
process, and straightthrough processing
improvement in
order management

•

Cash flow benefits –
AP debit balance
recovery and
GRNI reduction

•

Cash flow benefits –
outstanding
receivables reduction

Record to Report, and others
•

Operational benefits –
reduction of data
inconsistencies due to
multiple ERP systems,
inter-company differences
reduction, management
reporting accuracy
improvement, and
accelerated monthend close

•

Cash flow benefits – bad
accruals reduction and
reduction of open
reconciliation items for
more than 30 days

Features
•

•
•

Digital lighthouse – Focusing on
customer-first approach and adept at
process re-imagination
Acceleration cells – Delivering the required
transformation iteratively and at pace
Smart operations center – Shifting delivery
models from legacy labor-centric centers to
robotic automation and AI digital centers
with upskilled human talent
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Wipro has delivered over $2B of business
value to over 130 customers globally in
more than 35 languages.

Wipro Limited (NYSE: WIT, BSE:
507685, NSE: WIPRO) is a
leading global information
technology, consulting and
business process services
company. We harness the power
of cognitive computing,
hyper-automation, robotics,
cloud, analytics and emerging
technologies to help our
clients adapt to the digital
world and make them
successful. A company
recognized globally for its

comprehensive portfolio of
services, strong commitment to
sustainability and good
corporate citizenship, we have
over 180,000 dedicated
employees serving clients
across six continents. Together,
we discover ideas and connect
the dots to build a better and a
bold new future.
For more information,
please write to us at
info@wipro.com

